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disinterested in correcting the situation.  Please take the time to get to the heart of these 

matters in a way that is open and honest with the public.  These issues will not go away, 
and could deteriorate further if genuine, meaningful action is not taken. 

BL Wiedenbeck 

Oregon
We think it is very important to have a top notch functional Emergency 911 call system in Dane 
County. We have used it numerous times primarily to report traffic related issues including potentially 
perilous roadway obstacles. Fortunately our experiences have always been professionally handled. 

While we do not know all the particulars concerning the call that brings focus to the current issue, we 
sense that the confusion and disagreement alone suggests that the system failed in one way or another. 
Nothing can be done to reverse that terrible outcome, but it is important to have all sides look for any 
possible improvements to make the system better as a result of this experience. 

We will not be able to attend the hearing tonight, but send this in support of the effort to resolve the issues 
and move forward to a more bullet proof system. 

Thank you for notifying us about this hearing; our supervisor did not, so we are returning this to you 
where we are confident it will be included as public comment 

Bob & Rita Schaefer 
6 Cottonwood Circle 
Madison

It is with sadness that I communicate my outrage at the way the 911 Dispatch Center handled the call for 
help from Brittany.  To think that this young woman called for help and then bled to death while no one 
attempted to help her in any way.  While we will never know if her death could have been prevented, as a 
mother, a grandmother and a resident of Dane County I find it impossible to accept that this tragedy 
occurred when Dane County has the technology and capacity to respond to cell phone calls for 
emergency assistance.   

It is our responsibility to review all policies and procedures to assure ourselves that we are performing in 
the most responsive and expedient manner.  It is also critical that we look at our technological 
applications to make sure that they meet the demands of our population.  We are living in an area in 
which a large portion of our population relies solely on cell phones for communication.  Therefore, unlike 
non-urban areas we cannot ignore that reality.   

I cannot imagine what horror Brittany experienced nor the torment that her family has been and will 
continue to experience.  But we must take action to make sure that this does not occur again.   

Jane Cahill Wolfgram
124 Meadow Lane 
DeForest, WI  53532 

Dear, All Dane County Supervisors: 

What happens when times get tough .... all the issues which have been given less attention start 
to come to the top.  

(Land Purchases, RTA, Smoking Bans, Building Jails, Lack of Accountability Methods 
 Over Safety -Security-Basic Needs!)  

Just watch as a perceived good company goes bad...what causes it to go bad? Does it happen 
over night or is there signs that things are going south? Maybe that's why people say follow the 
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money...it has been learned that is true....in all Business and Government Operations! 

South..Bad...Sour...Politics before Process,  maybe this is the direction that some of this Counties 
Supervisors are allowing Dane County to be taken... 

What I mean here is when times are good more and more things are not looked at or looked after 
because moral is up, perceived money is coming in and money is being spent but....then all of a 
sudden when things slow down the money has been over spent on things that are not center to it's 
core business of operation...accounting faults are found and then what ...whose left with the 
problem? 

In business the first thing that goes are employees the last thing that happens is management is 
dismantled and then the business is shut down.

In government the first thing that happens is a request to increase Taxes surfaces. An attempt to 
remove the focus from what needs to be focused on. (What Dane County spending money on?). 
Past and Present! 

Then some will try to bring others around to what's important (Accountability, Responsibility) 
then all of a sudden a spin surfaces scaring others that Services will be diminished if Taxes are 
not increased.

Children will begin to suffer, those who you have made dependent on Government are made the 
main focus when the focus really should be on You, The Administration, A Public Accounting 
...where has the money gone, what has the money been spent on? 

You see Government never looks at itself first, how Government is spending the money, is there 
a value for the majority when Government makes a decision on what to spend money on?  

You get further and further away from asking yourself one question: Will this expense or 
decision help or hurt our tax paying community?

When your decisions create an imbalance between Basic Services and Social Services this 
imbalance can only go on for so long. It's been going on for over 15 years then it takes just a few 
bad incidents and that starts a Public Review of the Counties Operation or any Governments 
Operation.

Just look at the State robbing money from one pot to pay another pot how long can that type of 
Leadership, Decision Making Go On? Budget Gap....Who creates this Gap?  

Let's get back to you the County...You are the Board the Governing Board over the County 
Executive and the Counties Operation. Just like a Board for any large business.

You're responsible to question the direction of a decision, direction of a request, direction of an 
expense, direction of accountability over being not being accountable.  

You represent us the Public that's what you are voted to do. Ask the tough questions, Make the 
County Accountable, Set Up Process's to ensure we the Public are getting what we are paying 
for.
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Once you start to just Rubber Stamp Items, Issues, Requests eventually it builds up because no 
one, YOU, are keeping track on the Value the Public is Receiving Back.

If you won't ask for Accountability, Responsibility, Operational Process...This Leads to 
Leadership questions then the Public will and they will when they have given you enough 
chances to right the ship, show your Leadership ability....they give and give and when you take 
and take and hold no one accountable the Public will step in but they won't give you any more 
Time. 

You see being accountable is really second nature to most people who have pride of themselves, 
of their families, where they live, how they live. How they make their decisions, for or against.

They want answers now...911 dates back to 2004 that's over 4 years ago you have had the time. 
The Counties Administration has been given time isn't 4 years enough time to create an 
Actionable Project Plan based on a $85,000.00 study.

Who should we the public hold responsible for all the non-action...? 

Who should the Public hold Accountable, You this Counties Supervisors, Counties Executive, 
911 Director, Employees, Committee Members...you see when there is no plan who will the 
County start to place blame...Employees, Equipment, Vendors, Decision Makers.... 

When you point a Finger there are Always 3 Pointing Back At the One Pointing the 
Finger...That's really why the Public Allows It's Elected Officials to stumble and fumble but once 
that is over they ... March Forward Demanding Action... The Public has Paid the Money, Given 
You The Responsibility To Care For How It Is Spent, and allowed the County to Present, 
Today's Plans and Future Plans... 

But when no one acts in the Role of Checks and Balances then ....you get what you get!

A Public who won't just stop at 911 they want someone to answer to them. If the County 
Executive takes much longer then what should be done? What will happen if the 911 Director is 
found to not have followed up on issues from 2004? An Accounting of All this Counties 
Practices needs to take place a Magnifying Glass should be used ...this is due to being inactive 
and not questioning those in Decision Making Roles...Why did our past Sheriff leave? Can you 
read between the lines..or

Maybe you're betting on the County Executive taking you along with her if she is elected 
Governor...Focus on Now, on Today, Focus on Your Responsibilities... Maybe we need another 
Public Forum when the Public wants one not when you decide to have one...?  

Is Dane County receiving value for our money spent? Madison no longer out numbers all the 
Population outside Madison in this County....Things are changing....Times are different... I can 
fell the change... 

(I haven't been given a check back for those Jails that Weren't Built) How many bad decisions 
are being made now because you allowed Government to fall short on a promise of what they 
needed our tax money for. Now look at the mess....it just mulitplies when you take your eye off 
of the Target! 
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No new taxes until we the Public have been given a full accounting of all money spent from 
2000 to 2008.

What have we been given for entrusting these decisions to you our Counties Supervisors?  
How's the roads in your town, city...?  
Doesn't Dane County need a Madison By Pass...It's Due Now ....Is that on anyones Plan?  
What's that cost versus a train that runs the same distance? or Maybe you have taken that 
direction so the Governor could keep spending our Road Funds on things that have nothing to do 
with What is Needed here in Dane County! 

Best Regards, 
Don & Jenelle Gors 

P.S. Thank you to those Few Supervisors who have stepped out and are listening to the public 
first and not putting what they want first but knowing what is needed.  Thank you  

In the paper this morning - Supervisor John Hendricks of Madison is  
going to introduce a resolution asking the state to allow the creation  
of a public safety property tax to fund the 911 center and rural patrol
deputies.
Didn't he listen/hear a thing last night? 
Is the RTA revisited?  Yet another excuse for a sales tax using public  
safety as a guise? 

There is - ought to be - plenty of money!  It's just being mis-spent and  
mis-managed.  Get this money pulled from the give away programs and land  
purchase and back into the basic services.  We have always had  
dispatchers and have always been able to support the deputies on rural
patrol with the existing tax dollars.

Is/was John Hendricks a plant for Kathleen Falk; to take another run at
a sales tax under a different guise? 

Elaine DeSmidt does nothing, doesn't answer/acknowledge emails (apparently doesn't  
participate in the email system) and is useless as a supervisor.   
We don't need another run at the sales tax under a different ruse.
We'll get another half a jail and a railroad - and the 911 system still  
won't work! 

Thanks for all the work that you two and Jack have done. 

Gari Berliot 
5326 Knightsbridge Road 
53714
221-2022

  After our conversation the other day, it dawned on me that many of our vulnerable 
seniors have Life Line services.  This may add to their comfort level of having people 
available to respond to them in the event of an emergency.  They often push their life 
line button before they would call 9-1-1, depending on the situation.


